the linguistic behavior of women and men differs. She claims that women linguistically are more polite and tend to use more standard forms than men do. Women mostly involved their feeling or sensitivity and solidarity when they talk while men’s speech more matter of fact. Woman uses fewer swear words than men because of several reasons.

The way female speaks and use words indicate his social background or social status in the community. If someone uses standard language, people would think that he or she has a high level of education. In other words, if females want to be admitted as a person who has high social status, females are forbidden use non-standard language, in these case swear-words in their daily conversation. Female becomes the role examples of correct behavior in community. Female’s behavior, the way they talk and use words usually become a pattern to their children. So they have to speak by using more formal and standard language.

Usually female uses swear words bring a great shock in every society. Females are expected to be feminine and to exclude the use of obscenity for any reason. It seems like that there was a kind of permission and certainly that is more acceptable for males to use swear words because they are related to the concept of masculinity and toughness.

2.3 Language Variety

Variety is therefore a broad term, which includes different accents, different linguistic style, different dialect, and even different language, which contrast with each other in social reason (Holmes, 1992:9).
Language is the way human communication, either in spoken or written, to interact with other people around us.

Language variety is a form that differs from other forms of the language systematically. There are many language variety which used by people in the world. Such as swear words, it is language variety which used some group to express their feeling or to shows their expression.

2.4 Swearing

Swearing is the way someone use obscene words orally to insult, to curse or even to offend something (someone or action). Every people need to understand what establish swearing since they will find them unconsciously in daily communication. The reason why does swearing occur: first to express feeling in words rather than in actions, especially if you do not have bigger vocabulary (Crystal, 1995:156). Second is to seem brave. Third, to shock people since at present we have a vicious spiral with swearing as well as with violence and the more in kind form sex. Fourth, to imitate what other people do.

There are very little swear words written for language learners, yet nearly all-native speakers use it in daily communication. The term such as: “Fuck you!”,”Bastard”, ”Bitch” can be used as the examples of swear words.

It is usually used to insult, blame and break someone else’s acts offensively, so the outcome is that the victim of swearing will feel that he is hurt and shocked. A simple example: I had a friend who had unsolved serious issue. He was thinking hard about it while I was singing out loud in front of him. My singing really blew his concentration of thinking. Suddenly, he yelled at me by the words
“Shut the fuck up, dude. How can I think clearly with the noise you are making” actually he could say with better words, such as “Be quiet please, you’re so noisy” or “Will you please shut up, I am thinking now”. In this case, the word fuck is used to tell that he really wanted me to be quiet for a while. Fuck is all about sex and nothing about sex all at the same time (Fairman, 2009:8). By saying this word, it does not always mean that the speaker shows kind of sex behavior, but they want to take some pressure of saying something, especially in that command words.

2.5 Swear Words

In general, swear words are viewed as an indecent that usually uses as an instinctive response to something painful and unexpected. Swear words are part of taboo words.

Taboo is something which religion or custom regard as forbidden, not to be touched, or spoken because the things is not suitable with the moral code of society (Wardhaugh, 1986:230).

Taboo words are word that are not only considered inappropriate, for certain context, but also forbidden in most communicative context. (Trudgill, 1974:29-30)

Not all taboo words used for swear. It seems strong affective connotations that it cannot be used in polite situation, but not all swear words have negative things (J. Dan Rothwell, 15). In every language there seems to be certain “unmentionables” words of such strong affective connotations that they cannot be
used in polite discourse. In English the first of this to come to mind are, of course, words dealing with excretion and sex. (Hayakawa:10).

As we know swear words is a taboo word used to swear. As Hughes said “swearing now encompasses so many disparate forms that some broad distinction need to be made at the outset. We swear by, we swear to (do something) and sometimes we swear simply out of exasperation. Swearing shows a curious convergence of the high and the low, the sacred and the profane. From the high dualistic perspective, it is language in its most highly charged state, infused with a religious force recognizable in the remote modes of the spell, the charm and the curse, forms seeking to invoke a higher power to change the world, or support the truthfulness of a claim.

To make clear the researcher will explain about the kinds of swear words and put them in categories based Wardaugh and Liedlich. There are several types of swearing that utilizes indecent words and phrases.

1. Copulative terms such as “fuck”
2. Excretory terms such as “shit”
3. Body function terms such as “ass”
4. Terms related to sexual irregularities such as “bitch”
5. Animal terms such as “bullshit”
6. Mother in law “motherfucker”
2.6 Classification of swear words by Liedlich 1973 and Wardhaugh

1. Copulative Term

Is the terms come from the terms ‘couple’ which means a combination of two people (man and woman) united by marriage, and also having united in sexual intercourse. This term becomes ‘copulae’ which means something that connects or joins together and then it becomes ‘copulative’ which means things related to sexual intercourse between man and woman. The example of these categories is **Fuck**.

Copulative comes from the term couple which means that combination of two person with different gender who are married, and also having committed in sexual contact. This term becomes copulative which means something that connects at once and involves man and woman. (Liedlich, 1973:108 cited in Cipto, 2006:6). One of the examples is “fuck”. The word fuck is included copulative term. Johnson states that fuck is the mother of all words. Short and effective, it gets to the root of creation (1996:10).

For example:

He is **fucking** dying man, wish I can get some help.

2. Excretory Terms

Is the term ‘excretory’ comes from ‘excrete’ which means to separate and eliminate the solid waste matter or the bowels from our body through the anus? The words related to this term are **Shit**.
Liedlich states that this term comes from excrete which means to separate and eliminate the solid waste matter or the bowls one’s body through the anus (1973:108 cited in Cipto, 2006:6). Generally speaking, with the secularization of Western society and as the focus of swearing has shifted from the religious mode to the excretory, genital, and copulatory (Huges, 2006:362). Thus, excretory term describes something that comes out from human body, such as feces which is commonly called as shit. The other example of this term is piss. As is common with excretory and copulatory terms, piss has acquired many idiomatic slang usages in modern varieties of English, although it is generally eschewed in formal print. (Huges, 2006:345)

For example:

**Shit** man! What is this “beep” thing?

3. **Body Function Term**

   Is the term means that the sex organs of human beings for the production system for the next generation. The words, which belong to sex organs of being, are for instance cock, rooster, haystack, hay cock (Liedlich 1973:108). The other example of this term is the word Ass.

   For example:

   I know I just can’t go out on that last horrible is pieces of ass I had.

4. **Sexual Irregularities**
Is the term related to sexual irregularities (the person does not have permanent partner for sexual intercourse)’ which explain that the person likes to change a sex partner.

Based on J Dan Rothwell, bitch and chick are included in this term. Generally, women is the only object which made this term occurred. The early applications were to a promiscuous or sensual woman, a metaphorical extension of the behavior of a bitch in heat (Huges, 2006:24).

For example:

I am like bitch, we both fucked.

5. Animal Term

This term is related to animal(s), the behavior of animal9s0, religious beliefs and practices from prehistoric times. In some religious, animlas are closely associated with God. Based on Wardhaugh certain game animal term connected with religious beliefs and practices from prehistoric times. Huges claims that this term is not considered that any animals that exist in this term are dangerous or deadly.

For example:

What do you think, it is bullshit?

6. Mother in law

This term we use to describe a woman has affair with many partners. Based on Wardhaugh is the term for describing a woman who has affair with many partners? The word is MotherFucker is common to insut in English language, related to the widely condemned biological and cultural
incest taboo. This term is popular in hip hop culture and also it is closely related to the doers of the sexual activities, in which those person love to change their partners while they have sexual intercourse.

For example:

“Don’t worry about motherfucker, I am fine.”

The writer uses Liedlich classification as her main classification. However, there are still others classification which are proposed by Wardhaugh. Therefore, the writer adds some terms, which are not found in Liedlich’s classification, and the writer uses the complete classifications as her classification in analyzing the first research question. After adding the other terms from Wardhaugh theories into Liedlich’s classification, the writer has eight swear words classification term. The classification copulative term, Excretory, body functions, Animal Term, Sexual Irregularities, and mother in law.

2.2.7 The Principal Purposes of Verbal Obscenity

From the explanation above we can conclude that swear words are something taboo. But sometimes it cannot be bad continually and eternually. Swear words can be advantaged much in life. According to Rothwell (1973:22), the principal purposes for using swear words are:

1. To create attention

People who used taboo word want to attract attention from the society surrounding. They want to be the central attention among others people and people can know his or her condition. The social
unacceptability of verbal obscenity relegates its use as rhetorical strategy to minorities in our society.

2. Discredit

People who use taboo word are not satisfied with the public image about certain person, institution, government, etc. Therefore, they use swear word to express their dislike about many things in reality that they assume are not suitable with public opinion.

3. Provoke

The certain swear word can bring violent when the speaker expended a certain respect from the hearer. When the hearers are not satisfied, it will make confrontation that can be dangerous.

4. Identification

The fourth function is the creation interpersonal identification. This means that when someone utter swear word or verbal obscenity, it is used as his or her identification.

5. Provide Catharsis

The other purpose is catharsis. When somebody is angry or disturb or hurt physically and mentally, he or she will show their feelings. If a person uses swear words to provide catharsis, it means that he is hurt, upset, annoyance, etc by somebody or he wants somebody to be hurt with his words.

6. To Insult
Hughes (1991:2) is proposed that many people use swear word to insult others. For example in fifteen century, the word “pig” associated with police officer. Most people at that time insult the policeman by saying them as “pig’.

7. To show Term of Endearment

This term is a condition when somebody calls their friend’s name or nickname without causing any anger, so they use the swear word not to insult, to mock, or to offend their friends. There are two reasons of using swear words, such as:

a. Hearing something strange

This reason usually happens when people hear something that they never heard before (Adeoye: 2005). People tend to repeat or give a negative respond to the words that they never heard. For example: mother fucker, bastard, and bitch.

b. Expressing emotions

According to Crystal (1997) as cited in (Adeoye: 2005), swear word is regarded as an emotive or expressive function of language. Hughes (1991:224-225) claims that people tend to swear when they would like to express antagonism, frustration, surprise, anger, and shock. Usually some that belong to this category are fuck, cunt, and shit.
2.6 **Previous study**

The previous study is related to the topic.

1. The research was conducted by Siti Maulidah who analyzed the swear word in Radar Bromo, Jawa Pos by using descriptive qualitative method. She found that there are six of swear word in Radar Bromo. She took three statement of the problem in her research. 1. The classification of swear word.2. The purpose of using swears word.

2. The research was conducted by Siti Halimah who analyzed the swear word in 8 miles and virgin movies by using descriptive qualitative method. She took three statement of the problem in her research.

3. The research was conducted by Imraatun Hasanah who analyzed “a sociolinguistic on swears words spoken by the characters in “8 miles” by using descriptive qualitative method. She focuses on what are the swear words spoken by the characters in the movie and how are the swear words spoken by the characters in the movie to describe and understand the phenomena of swear word that spoken by the character in the movie.

4. The research was conducted by Nur Aini who analyzed the sexist swear word used by the character in Shottas movie. She only focuses on sexist swear words in that movie. And also she uses descriptive qualitative method.